INTRODUCTION 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
In the summer of 1957, the ,Joint Kumerical Weather Prediction Unit (,JN\T'P) clmngecl from an 11331 701 to an IBM 'io4 electronic comp~~ter. Because of the higher capacity of the latter, the forecast area was extended to cover the Northern Hemisphere north of latitude 1 3 O . Rather than recode the two-level, geostropllic nlod,el in use prior to the change of machine, it, was decided to test a slightly more elaborate two-level model in the hope of improving the forecasts. This model was designed by Lt. Col. Philip I>. Thompson In testing this model some difficulties were encountered which had not. been fully anticipated. These difficulties were due in part to attempted simple extension of the model from the one previously used, but more importantly to the increased importance of accumulated systematic small errors over a, large grid.
This report is concerned mainly with consequences resulting from including the vertical advection of vorticity and the t,wistiag terms in the prognostic equ a t' 1011s. The model's information levels are at, 400 and 800 mb.
As is customary, the w-profile w--is assumed to llare a smooth shape, and is for this particular model sylmnetrical in the vertical about p-600 mb. and zero for p = 200 and p= 1000 mb.
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Applimtion of the vorticity equation to the information levels results in two predictive equations:
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to 400 and 800 mb., respectively; notations are conventional.
We define the new variables (a), utilizing ( 3 ) , where tlle proportionality factor A is assumed to be less than unity, and that, the model can not distinguish between the y-derivatives of v and 7 at the, two infornlation levels. A s a further step toward sirnplification, the derivatives with respect to p are replaced by finite differences as follo\vs :
the two prediction equations ( 5 ) and (6) contain the! three unknowns F, h, and w . The t'hird equation needed for making t,he system of equations complete is t'he adiabat'ic equation, applied at 600 mb., and p is the density and 0 tlle potential temperature. the predictive equations ( 5 ) and (6) as follows:
ITtilizing the relations ( 7 ) , (8), and (9), we may write It is pointed out that tlle fourth term in (5), resulting from the divergenc,e* terms, of (1) and (e), is of the sa.me form alld ma,gnitude as the fifth term in (5), which is the c.ontribut.ion of the vertical advection of vortkity. This implies that if the, vertical advect,ion and twisting terms were omitted from the vorticity equation, one should approximate the divergence term in such a way that similar terms a,re not introduced. As will appear later, t,his is of some importance for the vorticity balance. It follo\~;s from tlle symmetry imposed upon the w-distribution that the wind vector; is divergence-free and c:m therefore be derived from R stream function This is accomplished by solving the balance equation.
It c a n be disputed whether it is worth n-hile including snlnll terms like the twisting and vertical advection terms i n such a crude model. A s already mentioned, the model cannot distinguish between the vertical advections at the t.wo information levels and tlle same applies to the twisting term
In test,ing the model, however, it, was decided to study the effects of the various terms in equat.ion (Il), and as a result, three versions of (11) were dealt with: these are:
where h is the thickness of the layer 800400 mb. Since i.c., tlle t,wist,ing has been omit'ted; .where dL4 is a11 area elenlent, n a unit, vector nornl:~l to the unit vector t which in turn is tangential to the curre C of which cl(! is an element,; t, n, and k form :L right-hand system.
We substitute for v from into (17) which takes the form Thus the mean vorticity -may be cllanged as follows:
(a) by a.dvection of vorticity across the lateral bonndaries by the divergence,-free p r t of the wind; (b) by vorticity advection across the lateral boundaries by the non-rotat>ional part of tlle wind and due to its divergence ( V X . 7 7 and qdivv) ; (c) vertical advection of circulation along the boundary curve C.
If we impose the bonndary condition v. n=O and w=O, Le., if the system is closed, the mean vorticity is independent of time. Hence, as long as the vorticity equation is not approximated there are no vorticity sources. This is of interest to bear in mind when dc:lling with simple models where approximations are inevihble.
For example, in omitting the :dvection of vorticity by tlle 11011-~*otntio~lal part of the wind in the :Torticity eqnat,ion am1 keeping tlle divergelence term, a false, vorticity source may tllereby be introduced, upsetting tlle vorticity balance. This argument applies also to the twisting and vertical adrectioll terms in tlle vorticity equation; retaining one of them and omitting the other introdnces a spurious \Tort icity sonrce.
will be shown l:rter, this introduct.ion of spurious vorticity sources is not to be taken 1ight.ly when dealing with forecasts over a. l u g e area. For ;L hemisplleric grid it introduces a, 1:lrge-scale error devastating for the usefullless of the forecast.
DISCUSSION OF THE FORECASTS
-111 forecasts discussed here we're made using the .JKTVP octagonal grid which covers the Northern Hemisplmre north of latitude I : { ' .
I n investigating the performance, of the models, the contribnt,ions of certain of the terms, of the predict,ion equation for were computed separately and then :tc*cumulated for 12-honr periods.
1. Forecasts using equation (13) were carried to 48 hours for 4 cases with re,sults which were similar with respect, to the fea.ture,s of interest here. In these four cases the contribution of the third term of (13) was isolated. The forecast with initial time 1500 GXT, April 3, 1958, may be taken as representative of this group, and is reproduced as figure 1. Thring tlle first 12 hours tlle vertical dvect,ion of vorticity contributed a negatire height, cllange everywhere with mnximum values of -(i00 feet,. During the second l2-hour period an are% of 1)ositire changes up to 160 feet, appeared, but decreased negative changes persisted over most of the map. During the third 12-hour period some small negative changes persisted, but^ the positive coutrib'utions greatly enlarged with maximum values up to 370 feet. During the last Id-llonr period tlle contributions, were ererywhere positive with maximum values of 400 feet. The contribution of this term :r,ppelared to be mainly large-scale with little detail on t.he scale of the principal synoptic features.
The phase relationships between h, a,nd 7 and between h a l~d to are illustrat,ed in figure 2. The vertical velocity field, init.ially as well as throughout the 48-hour forecast period, was well a l~a d of the streamline field (upward motion ahea,d of a trough). On the other hand, the thickness field started out lagging behind the stream function, caught up at around 24 hours, and was well ahead a.t 48 MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW APRIL 1959 FIGURE 1.-Change in 500-nib. height due to vertical advection of vorticity, labeled in tens of feet.
hours. The error maps show that> the stream function vorticity as time increased. field was moved too slowly, and indicate too fast, a move-2. A forecast using (14) was carried to 48 hours, again ment of the thickness field. The, tu-field versus h-field using as initial data 1500 GMT, April 3, 1058. shows t,hat, 20 and h were positively correlated initially In this forwast the thickne'ss field kept its lag bettor and negat,ively correlat,ed after 24 hours. This would than with the previous model, but. during the 3648-hour seem t,o explain the reversal in the vertical advection of period it caught up with the stream function field in parts of the map.
The vertical advect,ion contribution siderable difference in detail between the fields. The is shown in figure 3 . There was no reversal in the con-24-hour vertical velocit,y with (14) was more intense, and tribution of the vertical advect,ion of vorticity term, but t,l10 48-hour vertical velocity slightly more intense than the negative contribution to stream function change was results from using (13). less during the 24-48-hour periods than during the first 3. Six forecasts were carried out using equation ( first deriratives in the twisting terms have 2d as mesh length. When the inconsistency of truncation is removed by combining the two terms it becomes clear, as pointed out earlier, that, the net, contribution over the grid of the two terms depends, only on condit.ions at, the lateral boundaries.
When the. last two t,ernls of (15) are combined before finite differences are taken, the accumulated sums take on the values given in figure 5. These may be compared with the results shown in figure 6 , which is the sum of the twisting and rertical advection terms of figure 4. These results sllould be the same except for truncation errors.
It thus appears that on a large grid inconsistent truncation of smnll but systematic terms may alone account for significttnt forecast error.
It is also to b'e remarked that in this model and information grid the vertical velocity terms contributed very little i n comparison with t.he error remaining. However, it wonld be unwise to conclude from t.his experiment alone that the terms are really unimportant either to the atmosphere or to more sophisticated models.
This model, when corrected for t.he sysbmatic error
